
Elizabeth on Stamps, Part Three (final)


	 Do you want to see still more good pictures of the queen 
on stamps? You’re basically out of luck. After the introduction 
of the Machins in 1967, the die was cast. That classic bas-relief 
effigy, plus the useful silhouette profile, served for the rest of 
Elizabeth’s long reign. Occasionally the subject surfaced: Is it 

time to update the QEII definitive 
portrait? Alternatives were presented. In 
1984, renowned engraver Stanislav 
Czeslaw produced a charming portrait of 
the 58-year-old monarch (left). Each discussion ended the 
same way: stay the course. The queen herself spurned 
alternatives. Her private secretary wrote: “Her Majesty is 
well-content with the Machin effigy and thinks that a work 
of real quality is required if this is to be replaced.” 
Apparently that “work of real quality” never surfaced.   

	 	 Meanwhile, more portraits of the queen appeared 
on Commonwealth definitive series, omnibus stamps and 
other issues over the years — none of them very 
interesting or distinguished.  

	 Before reviewing some of these less-than-stellar 
examples, here’s an anecdote displaying the queen’s 
human, dare I say humorous, side. This story comes from 

the rock superstar Sir Elton John (knighted by the queen), who was visiting an 
unnamed castle and saw QEII berate a grandson, the Viscount Linley,  for acting 
like a little brat. Wrote Elton:

	 When he repeatedly tried fob her off, the Queen lightly slapped him  		 	
	 across the face, saying “Don’t—slap—argue—slap—with—slap—me		 	
	 —slap—I—slap—am—slap—THE QUEEN!” That seemed to do the 	 	 	
	 trick. As she left, she saw me staring at her, gave me a wink and walked 	 	
	 off. 
	 She was indeed the queen, and a mother, grandmother, an emblem with a 
common touch. In the 1860s, Walter Bagehot reminded his readers that the 
sovereign must be approached with “mystic awe and wonder.” Even today in the 
UK, many consider the monarch both of-the-people and divinely-ordained. 
Keeping gods and mortals separate has been a vexing issue since the time of 
the Greeks.  Combining them in one person is even trickier. In Elizabeth’s case, 
and probably her predecessors’ as well, one way to pull it off is simply to be the 
emblem — talk a lot, be amiable, and say … nothing. The monarch’s speech is 
blandly honest, lukewarm, occasionally charming but never interested or 
interesting. The queen is steady, predictable, doesn’t make news. Her 

The Machin  effigy of QEII 
(above left) was the portrait 
on GB definitives from  
1967 to 2022. The QEII 
silhouette, introduced in 
1966, likewise remained in 
use on commemorative 
and commonwealth 
stamps.  



pronouncements sound exactly as they should. I imagine having a conversation 
with the queen is like sitting by the shore, with the gentle waves washing in and 
out, leaving no sign.

	 We’ll get back to Elizabeth the person later. First, a pained look at some of 
the portraits — mostly bad or indifferent, some worse — that appeared on GB 
and Commonwealth stamps in the five decades-plus since the Machins arrived 
in 1967.

	 This first batch consists of some throwback designs and clumsy attempts 
to update the QEII effigy. 


Dominica 75/78 St. Lucia 1977 GB 1977 St. Lucia 1978

Jersey 1969Ascension 1968 Mauritius 1969 Bermuda 1970GB 1969Jersey 1969

The portrait from Ascension (far left) may be from a photo, but it’s still a shock. QEII looks like a Roundhead; 
she could be Cromwell’s Moll. Her unsmiling gaze has a fierce intensity, and the crown creates a bun 
reminiscent of a beanie or a Jacobin cap. The two portraits from Jersey’s first definitive series are attractive 
enough, but the close-up seems to be broadcasting on a modified TV screen, while the dignified full-figure 
pose is lost in the gaudy colors and the busy frame. The two bas-reliefs, from GB and Bermuda, are 
unsuccessful attempts to blend the Manchin profile and the silhouettes, while in between  them, the dashing 
Annigoni portrait from Mauritius survives 10 years after it was introduced in Canada. No longer as dashing. 

Grenadines 1978

The high value of the Dominica definitive set (left above) originally appeared in 1975; 
in 1978 it was overprinted for Dominica’s independence. The portrait is just as flat 
and uninspiring as before. The two profiles in the middle are clumsy updates of the 
Machin effigy. The imperious, assessing gaze from the St. Lucia portrait in 1978 is 
not particularly reassuring. The much-enlarged portrait at right from the Grenadines 
(Caribbbean islands near Grenada) marks QEII’s 25th year on the throne (1978). It’s 
the model used for the 1953 coronation stamps, and you can almost smell the moth 
balls. 
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Above left is a dreadful QEII portrait that made it onto a Falkland Islands stamp in 
1983. She sparkles in the St. Vincent portrait from 1987, but you can tell from the 
close-up that the stamp is garishly colored. And what’s this — QEII with a baby? 
In 1987? Turns out it’s Prince Andrew, born in 1961, by then a teenager. (Wonder 
what he thought of this stamp?) The two silhouettes at right are models of the 
type — except for the oval rings that turn them into 80s kitsch. 

Above and left are a few more 
attempts to update the Machin model. 
By the way, I try to illustrate stamps 
close to actual size. The portrait close-
ups are larger-than-life. Like the 
chubby-cheeked one from Antigua in 
1976 (above) with the pointy nose and 
the ugly black outline. The pencil 
sketch of GB 1980 (left) could be a 
doodle.  

	 What follows is a smorgasbord of “silhouette” QEII effigies over the decades since the icon was 
introduced in 1966. In the row below, far left, is a creepy, shadowy, sallow effigy; next, an amateur 
shading effort; the orange silhouette, facing right for a change, wears what appears to be a crown of 
thorns; next, the gold is OK, but next to that, the vapid purple background matches the boring vignette; 
finally, the red head looks like an origami cutout. 



	 Since there were relatively few variations from the Machin/silhouette 
model in QEII definitive and commemorative stamp production, updated 
portraits found their way onto stamps celebrating milestones in her reign — and 
of course, birthdays. Below, far left, Antigua marked the Silver Wedding 
Anniversary  in 1972; next is the Silver Jubilee of her reign in 1977; in 1986 
Gibraltar noted her 60th birthday; a charming GB set in 1992 celebrated her 
40th year as queen.  
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Gibraltar 1986
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In the lineup below, far left, the gilding is getting out of hand; next, 
the gray, right-facing profile is OK; so is the crowned silhouette, 
though QEII, 57, surely looks nothing like this in 1983; a shocking 
departure is the silhouette of an aging, matronly QEII from 2004 
(far right) — Grandmama indeed.  

Like the Machin effigy, the original 
QEII silhouettes proved 
serviceable through the years — 
as witness the 46-year span 
between the two illustrated above.

Speak of birthday stamps and you must turn to Australia, the loyal commonwealth state that put 
out a stamp each year on her day of birth, April 21. Here is a small gallery of portraits over a 15-
year period, providing a philatelic glimpse at the royal aging process. 




	 This series of lovely candid, black-and-white images of QEII at all ages 
(above) was issued by GB in 2006, to celebrate the queen’s 80th birthday. It  
launched an era of retrospective and valedictory images. 


British Indian Ocean Territories 2016

Ascension 2022

British Virgin Island  2021

These two souvenir sheets were issued by GB in 2016 to mark QEII’s 90th birthday. The one on the left depicts her in 
family life — with doting dad, King George VI, with children Charles and Anne, and husband Phillip. She might 
actually be 90 in the top row center image. The sheet on the right portrays four generations of the Windsor royal line. 
From left: Charles (now King Charles III), QEII, and Crown Prince Will fetchingly clutching the hand of his dad, 
Charles’ son and heir William. 

The British Empire 
is no longer vast, 
but tiny 
commonwealth 
members like 
British Indian 
Ocean Territory still  
issue charming 
stamps  like these 
(left) to celebrate 
QEII’s 90th. 

As stamps began appearing to honor QEII on her 70th year as 
queen (see right), she rebranded herself as a matriarch who 
radiated joy, dressed in elegant and lively colors, an ever-
cheerful presence in the lives of her subjects — who 
reciprocated with considerable love for their durable queen. 



	 	 Victoria, previously  
Britain’s longest-serving 
monarch, reigned from 1837 to 
1902 — 64 years. It’s hard to 
imagine any future king or 
queen breaking QEII’s new 
record. 


 As part of the “platinum jubilee” celebrating QEII’s 70 years on the throne, 
the queen and her people pulled off a master stroke of public relations.  The 
Queen’s Tea Party with Paddington Bear is a brilliant stage piece, set in 
Buckingham Palace, that in its silly way explains the enduring popularity of the 
queen — and of the British monarchy itself. Here is a bit of the official transcript.  
 …  Setting down a teapot, the polite bear offers the queen a marmalade   
 sandwich, which was tucked deep inside his red brimmed hat.    
 "I always keep one for emergencies," he tells her.      
 Unlatching a black handbag, she pulls out a sandwich, too.    
 "So do I," she says. "I keep mine in here."       
 Paddington gasps, his eyes widening.       
 "For later," the queen says.          
Pairing the queen with the beloved 
storybook character offers the 
monarch  a way to make common 
cause with the people — with no fuss 
whatsover. Paddington feels 
connected, the audience feels 
connected. This mundane act  
burnishes Elizabeth’s royal 
credentials.  

British Antarctic Territory 2022

St. Helena 2022

QEII, Paddington Bear and their marmalade sandwiches. 
This image is not on a stamp -- yet.



 At her death Sept. 8, 2022, Queen Elizabeth left her subjects without the 
only monarch they had ever known. They also lost the familiar and reassuring 
face that had always graced their stamps. In his tribute in The New Yorker, 
Anthony Lane picked up the philatelic metaphor.      
What happens next will not merely be a matter of trading one head of    
state for another, or of seeing a new profile on postage stamps … To get    
up in the morning without the Queen being around, always distant but    
ever present, will be like living beneath a different sky. …  

 Our exploration of Elizabeth II on stamps ends with   a 
reference to her great-great-grandmother.  In 1897, near the 
end of Victoria’s long reign, Canada produced a remarkable 
definitive series featuring a portrait of the queen in old age. 
Her dignified, unsmiling face is bathed in light as she gazes 
into the distance.          
 In 2006, a British stamp captured Elizabeth in a similar 
pose, facing the light. The queen smiles broadly; her eyes 

sparkle as she looks up and out of the 
frame. The contrasting portraits suggest in 
Victoria’s steady gaze a cool assessment of 
the brilliant era that took her name; while 
Elizabeth beams with serene confidence as 
she and her nation face the future 
together.  

THE END 

THE FMF STAMP PROJECT 
CONTINUES 

In memoriam  GB  2022


